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POWER KICKBOXING 
What happens when you combine kickboxing and strength exercises into one fun workout? One serious cardio 
burn and muscular endurance challenge! You can expect the strength moves to tone your glutes, legs, core and 
arms, while kickboxing intervals speed up your metabolic system and torch the fat. These combos will boost your 
calorie burn and build that summer body you’ve been working towards in only 45 minutes! 
 

KICKBOXING: SKILLS & DRILLS 
Experience a kickboxing workout with our authentic kickboxer, Natalia Kley. You will learn kickboxing techniques 
and boxing moves that will make you forget that you are working out. This class includes partner combos, bag and 
mitt work, which will improve your flexibility, mobility, coordination and balance. As you leave, sweaty and 
inspired, you will feel muscles activated that are not used in traditional workouts! 
 

CARDIO KICKBOXING 
Imagine a cardio workout that never gets boring – this 45 minute kickboxing class will keep your body going, non-
stop! It’s the perfect way to improve your cardiovascular performance and coordination. You will experience a 
multitude of kickboxing and boxing moves with a partner on a boxing bag. This high-intensity interval format is 
proven to make you slay calories and get your dream body! If you want real results, leave your elliptical and 
treadmill walking behind and be part of this class! 
 

RESTORATIVE YOGA 
An inspiring and meditative practice to start your week off right - this energizing flow will refresh both the mind 
and body. 
 

FUNCTIONCAL STRENGTH & CONDITIONING 
Looking for a total tone and burn? Work through strength and conditioning exercises against the clock! Focusing 
in on functional movement, we will go through a multitude of exercises that tighten you up while translating 
outside the gym. 
 

FUNCTIONAL STRENGTH 
Challenge your body with loaded and unloaded movements. We will work through all planes of motion, giving 
your body a balanced strength session! The class will focus on technique, along with proper range of motion to 
ensure you optimize each exercise! 
 

All fitness levels welcome as classes can be tailored to all populations. 
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING + YOGA 
The perfect mix of strength and flexibility; each class will include 30 minutes of total body strength and core 
training followed by 30 minutes of yoga to lengthen and restore your muscles and mind. 
 

ROPES & BELLS 
Get outside the box with this inspiring class that will test your body in ways it does not expect. You will use ropes 
(jump ropes and battle ropes) and bells (dumbbells, sandbells and kettlebells) to push your body toward new 
heights.  
 

BODYWEIGHT STRENGTH & CONDITIONING 
Get in a 45 minute total body workout using just your bodyweight! This class will give you a variety of options 
while leaving you inspired to take this format with you anywhere you go. 
 

HIIT & RUN 
This is a great combination of high-intensity interval training, metabolic, conditioning and running. This class will 
also emphasize proper technique and related mobility work.  
 

AWAKENING FLOW 
This vinyasa flow class begins with a positive intention to set the mindset. Our class evokes openness and 
breathing through a flow of postures intended to create length within the body. Open to all levels of yoga, from 
first timers to experienced yogi’s, this format will connect breath to movement. Enjoy a refreshing start to the day 
with good music, good vibe, and good people 
 

MOGA (MOBILITY + YOGA) 
This class incorporates flowing yoga postures with specific movements integrated to increase the body’s mobility. 
Open to all experience levels, this class is designed to release tension in the body and mind. With a mat and a 
foam roller, you will stretch and roll your way to better posture, expanded flexibility, and mindful relaxation. 
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